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 Abstract 
 

This work was developed within the framework of discipline Dissertation, of the 5th year, of 

Thermal Energy branch of the Master Degree in Mechanical Engineering of Faculty of Engineering of the 

University of Porto (FEUP) and was carried under a partnership agreement with the Vehicle Engineering 

Laboratory of the Beijing Institute of Technology. 

In this document it is presented an overall review of hydrogen fueled internal combustion 

engines. Subsequently, using WAVE software, an analysis of break power output of a hydrogen engine 

changing the intake parameters is made. Using the same software, an optimization of the intake and 

exhaust valve timings of opening and closing was made. Finally, a general analysis on the influence of 

ignition timing, air fuel equivalence ratio and throttle angle on the respective torque response of the 

engine was carried out. 

Key words: hydrogen internal combustion engines; WAVE software;  
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Resumo 
 

Este trabalho foi desenvolvido no âmbito da disciplina Dissertação, do 5º ano, da opção Energia 

Térmica do Mestrado Integrado em Engenharia Mecânica da Faculdade de Engenharia da Universidade 

do Porto (FEUP) e em parceria com o Laboratório de Engenharia Automóvel do Beijing Institute of 

Technology (BIT). 

Neste documento é apresentado o estado da arte dos motores de combustão interna com 

combustível de hidrogénio. De seguida, recorrendo ao programa WAVE, é feita uma avaliação da potência 

efetiva do motor a hidrogénio alterando as condições de entrada do combustível. Ainda com o mesmo 

programa foram otimizados os tempos de abertura e fecho das válvulas de entrada e saída do motor. Por 

fim, foi feita uma análise geral de influência do tempo ignição, razão ar combustível e ângulos de abertura 

e fecho da válvula de admissão, sobre o binário efetivo do motor. 

Palavras-chave: motores de combustão a hidrogénio; programa WAVE;  
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Nomenclature  
 

Symbol Description Units 

°CA Crank angle  
ATR Autothermal reforming  
BDUR Combustion duration  
BTDC Before top dead center  
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 Air-to-fuel equivalence ratio  
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 Crank angle  

 Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio  
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1. Introduction 
 

This project will be divided in three main stages. Firstly, the motivations for the need of alternative 

energies to the fossil fuels, and a deeper analysis of the energy consumption and CO2 emissions in China 

will be carried out. Then, it will be made a literature review of the hydrogen as a fuel: state of art, 

developments and technologies. An economic and environmental analysis of the various options will also 

be taken into account 

The second part of the project, will be through the use of the software Ricardo WAVE, the 

simulation of different combustion conditions of hydrogen in a virtual engine, followed by an analysis of 

the results. 

 The last step, will be a practical approach using a laboratory to do some tests and compare the 

experimental with the numerical results. 

 

1.1.  Motivations 
 

Combating pollution and emissions is a must to reduce the global warming.  With the COP21 

(climate change agreement) treaty signed in December 2015 by China and 195 other countries, there is 

now a global compromise to reduce of greenhouse emissions and to set a goal of limiting global 

warming to less than 2 degrees Celsius (°C) compared to pre-industrial levels.  

China, being the most populated country in the world and with prospective of growing 45 million 

people in the next 5 years, needs to search for new and renewable energies [1]. 

It is also the country in the world with highest energy consumption and CO2 emissions. This is 

caused not just because of the large population but also due to the highly industrialized areas and the 

fossil fuel used in transports. Nowadays, there are many areas of research to create sustainable energy 

systems. The use of hydrogen as an energy carrier is one of the options put forward [2]. 

 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming
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2. Literature Review 
 

2.1. The need for clean energy in transports 
 

The search for new fuel alternatives is motivated by the trends in petroleum prices and 

environmental problems caused by the use of these. The introduction of alternative fuels has to combine 

technical feasibility, environmental impact and economic viability. 

Transport accounts for 25% of global CO2 emissions and is one of the few industrial sectors where 

emissions are still growing. The current trends point to a growth of 50% by 2030 and 80% by 2050, which 

makes it unsustainable. Worldwide, population and incomes rising is strongly related with transport sector 

energy and CO2 trends while the transport sector continues to rely primarily on oil [2]. 

 

 

Figure 1 - CO2 emissions from transport  [2] 

Looking at the evolution of the CO2 emissions from 1990 until 2013, it increased by 68% in road 

sector and accounted for three quarters of transport emissions in 2013. For the international transport, 

the growth of people travelling and the growth on importation and exportation of goods made the marine 

and aviation to grow even faster, 64% and 90% in 2013 than in 1990 respectively [2]. 

Current and emerging technologies which have the potential to reduce substantial CO2 emissions 

should be rapidly introduced. 
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2.1.1. China 
 

Concerning data from 2013 and considering all sectors of CO2 emissions, China was responsible 

for 29% (10.3 billion tons) of world CO2 emissions followed by U.S. responsible for 15% of the emissions 

(5.3 billion tons) and the European Union with 11% (EU28) (3.7 billion tons) [2]. China is, at the moment, 

the largest industrialized nation and in result of this there is a growing demand for energy. The increasing 

imports of energy, particularly petroleum, has got global attention, specially regarding the corresponding 

greenhouse gas emissions. Since the end of the 1970s Chinese vehicle industry developed massively. 

During the last three decades, the road vehicle population increased from 1.36 million units to 70 million 

units [2].  

Its per capita reserves of coal, petroleum and natural gas (NG) are 67.0%, 5.4%, and 7.5% of world 

average reserves, respectively. However, these reserves cannot fulfil all the country demand for 

petroleum by the increasing of vehicles, which makes China become a net petroleum importing country 

since 1993. In response to population growth and rise of income there is a continuous increase in private 

vehicle ownership. Figure 2 illustrates a projection of vehicle ownership in China up to 2050, considering 

three different scenarios [3]. 

 

Figure 2 - Projected Chinese vehicle ownership [3]. 

 

The boom in China’s automotive industry poses a great challenge to the environment, especially 

in relation to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. It is therefore essential to promote the use of low-emission 

vehicles. New strategies should be considered to increase vehicle energy efficiency standards, changing 

consumer energy consumption patterns and reducing the transportation sector high dependency on fossil 

fuels [3]. 
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2.1.2. EU-28 and Portugal 
 

Data from 2012 of the energy consumption distribution in EU-28 by sector shows that residential, 

road transport and industry accounted for the biggest shares, 26 % each.  The service sector accounted 

for 13 %, transport for 6 % and the other remaining sectors for 3 %. As far as the energy dependency in 

2012 was concerned, the highest need was for petroleum products, 24 million TJ, of which 93 % were 

imported [4].   

The transport sector is responsible for the second greenhouse gas emissions in the EU. More than 

two thirds of transport-related greenhouse gas emissions are from road transport. Greenhouse gas 

emissions in other sectors decreased 15% between 1990 and 2007, but emissions from transport 

increased 36% during the same period. This increase has happened despite improved vehicle efficiency 

because the amount of personal and freight transport has increased. There was also an increase in number 

of cars per inhabitant between 2006 and 2012. Since 2008, greenhouse gas emissions from transport have 

started to decrease. Despite this trend, transport emissions were in 2012 still 20.5 % above 1990 levels 

[5].  

In Portugal, the transport sector is the biggest energy consumer, accounting with 36%, followed 

by the industry sector, 31%, and the residential sector, 17%. The transport sector is responsible for 24% 

of greenhouse gas emissions. Portugal is still, as most of EU-28, very dependent on fossil fuels. In figure 3 

are represented the greenhouse gas emissions for the transport sector from 1990 until 2013 for EU-28 

and Portugal (ratio of 2000 = 100 emissions) [6]. 

 

Figure 3 - GHG emissions in transports, UE-28 and Portugal [6] 

Considering the GHG emissions originated by Portugal, they were almost always below EU-28 average, 

except during the years between 2000 and 2004 [6].   
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2.2. Attractiveness and drawbacks of hydrogen as a fuel for 

internal combustion engines 
 

There are plenty of options on how to produce hydrogen, which have been studied until now, 

some more developed than others. What attracts the most is the long-term viability of some of them, 

such as renewable energy (biomass, wind, solar) and virtually zero harmful emissions, although at the 

moment most of the production is made from fossil fuels [7].  

Using hydrogen as an energy carrier has still many challenges to overcome. It is difficult to keep a 

good compromise of cost and efficiency, considering all distribution, bulk storage and onboard vehicle 

storage. Bearing in mind all aspects of hydrogen-fueled vehicles compared to hydrocarbon fuel, care must 

be taken to ensure that the well-to-wheel greenhouse gas emissions are reduced. 

Another aspect is the possibility of using an ordinary ICE that is suitably adapted and compatible 

to work either with hydrogen or other fuels and still keeps a good performance. However, the H2ICEs still 

need much development, thus it is still not possible to combine high efficiency, low emissions, adequate 

specific power output and durability all in one concept. Moreover, several attempts to optimize engine 

fuel injection strategies always had the same result: high injection pressures. This limits on-board 

hydrogen storage options either: liquid hydrogen is stored in cryogenic tanks, and injection pressures are 

generated onboard, or compressed hydrogen is stored but then the full tank capacity cannot be utilized 

[8; 9; 10]. 

 

2.3. Combustion properties of hydrogen 
 

Previously, the attractiveness and drawbacks of hydrogen were shown, now its physical and 

chemical properties are presented. Table 1 presents a comparison of different properties for hydrogen 

and more conventional fuels. 

The hydrogen molecule is very small, light and mobile and at atmospheric conditions has a very 

low density. Its wide range of flammability with an air-to-fuel equivalence ratio  extending from as lean 

as  = 10 to as rich as  = 0.14 allows a wide range of engine power output through changes in the mixture 

equivalence ratio. The low lean-flammability limit of hydrogen increases with pressure and allows stable 

combustion at highly dilute conditions, while the upper flammability limit has a fairly complex behavior in 

terms of pressure dependence but lesser importance to engines. 

Hydrogen has a small quenching distance of 0.64 mm compared to 2.0 mm for gasoline, under 

stoichiometric conditions. This is the distance from the cylinder wall where flame front extinguishes. It is 

minimal for mixtures around stoichiometry, and decreases with increasing pressure and temperature. This 

means it is more difficult to extinguish the hydrogen flame and implies more susceptibility of the engine 

to backfire since the hydrogen-air mixture flame more easily passes through valves and very small gaps 

than the gasoline-air mixture flame [11; 12].  
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Hydrogen has high flame speed of combustion. For stoichiometric mixtures, the flame speed 

slows down, improving the fuel economy and reducing the nitrogen oxides, but it is still a much higher 

flame speed when compared to gasoline-air mixtures. Flame speed and maximum combustion 

temperature are of prime concern for thermal efficiency and emissions [11]. 

The low boiling temperature of -253 °C makes liquid hydrogen storage at atmosphere pressure 

very challenging. The extremely wide ignition limits of hydrogen compared to any other fuel makes it 

extremely well suited for lean operation with its positive effect on engine efficiency. Although it can be 

the main cause for abnormal combustion, see section 2.8.1. The minimum ignition energy of hydrogen at 

stoichiometric conditions is approximately 0.02 mJ while for gasoline, Diesel or methane it is in order of 

0.25 mJ. Only at an air/fuel ratio as lean as   4 does the required ignition energy of hydrogen reach the 

value of conventional fuels at stoichiometric conditions [13]. 

The theoretical thermodynamic efficiency of an Otto cycle engine, used on H2ICE’s, is based on 

the compression ratio of the engine as shown in equation (2.1) 

𝑡ℎ = 1 − (
1

𝑟𝑐
)

𝛾−1

                                                                (2.1) 

From the above equation the higher the compression ratio rc or the specific heat ratio γ, the 

higher thermodynamic efficiency of the engine.  Hydrogen has a much simpler molecular structure than 

gasoline and therefore its specific-heat ratio is higher than that of gasoline. In this sense, theoretically, 

hydrogen engine can have higher thermal efficiency compared to gasoline engine [8; 11]. 

 

Table 1 - Properties of Hydrogen Compared to Fossil Fuels  [8; 14; 15] 

Parameter Diesel Gasoline Methane H2 

Density [kg/m3] 830 I 730-780 I  0.72 I 
0.089 I 
71 II,III 

Stoichiometric air demand Lst [kgair/kgfuel] 14.5 14.7 17.2 34.3 

Lower heating value [MJ/kg] 42.5 43.5 50 120 

Boiling temperature III [C] 180-360 25-215 -162 -253 

Ignition limits IV [] 0.5-1.3 0.4-1.4 0.7-2.1 0.14-10 

Minimum ignition energy III, IV, V [mJ] 0.24 0.24 0.29 0.02 

Self-ignition temperature [C] ~250 ~250 595 585 

Specific heat ratio III, VII [γ]  1.389 1.354 1.401 

Laminar flame speed IV, V [cm/s] 40-80 40-80 40 200 

Quenching distance III, IV, VI [mm]  2 2.03 0.64 

Carbon content [Mass-%] 86 86 75 0 

I at 1.013 bar, 0C     II at -253C     III at 1.013 bar     IV in air     V =1     VI at 20C    VII at 300 K 
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2.4. Production 
 

Though hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe, there is no natural hydrogen gas 

resource on Earth effectively. It is combined with other elements, which means that it can be produced 

from a variety of feedstocks containing hydrogen compounds. Hydrogen gas is not a primary fuel in the 

same sense as natural gas, oil, and coal. Rather, hydrogen is an energy carrier, like electricity. It is a 

secondary form of energy, produced using other primary energy sources, such as natural gas, coal, as well 

as renewable resources.  

Figure 4 shows some of the feedstocks and processes to produce hydrogen. There is a variety of 

process technologies that can be used, each of them is in a different stage of development, and offers 

unique opportunities, benefits and challenges. Factors such as the local availability of feedstock, the 

maturity of the technology, market applications and demand, policy issues, and costs will all influence the 

choice for hydrogen production [16; 17]. 

 

Figure 4 - Some feedstock and process alternatives  [9] 

Although there are many production alternatives most of them are still under development. 

Currently, the most developed and most used technology is the reforming of hydrocarbon fuels, 

representing 96% of the production by fossil sources. Figure 4 shows the actual distribution of the most 

used feedstocks [18]. 
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Each year, 8 EJ (about 190 Mtoe) of hydrogen are produced, 40% are used in chemical processes 

(manufacturing of ammonia and synthesis for methanol), 40% in refineries and 20% in food, electronics 

and metallurgical processing industries. Only a fraction of this hydrogen is currently used for energy 

purposes. Most of this hydrogen is produced on-site in refineries and chemical plants for non-energy uses. 

The global market for hydrogen is already greater than US$40 billion per year [19]. 

In 2007, the hydrogen production amount in China was about 12.42 million tons per year being 

the production distributed by coal, natural gas and oil in the percentage of 57.3%, 23.0% and 19.7% 

respectively [20].  

 

2.4.1. Hydrogen produced from conventional sources 
 

As seen before the major production of hydrogen, nowadays, come from conventional sources of 

fossil fuels. In this section are presented the different methods of obtaining hydrogen. 

2.4.1.1. Steam reforming of natural gas 
 

There are three primary techniques used to produce hydrogen from hydrocarbon fuels: steam 

reforming, partial oxidation (POX), and autothermal reforming (ATR).  

The reforming process has the most industrial experience, although it is the one with highest 

pollutant air emissions. It consists of producing a gas stream composed primarily of hydrogen, carbon 

monoxide and carbon dioxide. Endothermic steam reforming of hydrocarbons requires an external heat 

source, compared to POX and ATR has a lower operating temperature. Steam reforming does not require 

oxygen and produces reformate with a high H2/CO ratio (3:1). 

Partial oxidation converts hydrocarbons to hydrogen providing heat by a controlled combustion. 

The process occurs at high temperatures with the formation of a low H2/CO ratio (1:1 to 2:1). POX has 

been proposed for use in hydrogen production for automobile fuel cells and some commercial 

Natural Gas
48%

Coal
18%

Oil
30%

Electrolysis
4%

Figure 5 - Feedstock used in the current global production of hydrogen [18] . 
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applications. Autothermal reforming has a limited commercial experience. It uses the partial oxidation to 

provide the heat and steam reforming to increase the hydrogen production resulting in a thermally neutral 

process. ATR is typically conducted at a lower pressure than POX reforming. Since POX is exothermic and 

ATR incorporates POX, these processes do not need an external heat source for the reactor. However, 

they require either an expensive and complex oxygen separation unit in order to feed pure oxygen to the 

reactor or the product gas is diluted with nitrogen [8; 16]. 

 

2.4.1.2. Coal gasification 
The production of hydrogen from coal is carried out by two methods: the “Synthane” process and 

CO2 acceptor process. When coal reacts with steam at 31 bar and 800–900C, the gaseous products are 

CO, CO2, and H2. A small amount of methane is produced. The methane becomes a major product as the 

pressure increases to 69 bar. The CO2 gas is removed from the final gas by washing with monoethanomine 

or potassium hydroxide. The final gas is only 97–98% pure.  

The alternative process, called the CO2, acceptor process, involves lime, which is introduced with 

coal when it reacts with the steam. The produced CO2 gas is removed by the lime as calcium carbonate. 

With the CO2 removed, the shift reaction occurs in the main reactor, and this eliminates the need for an 

external shift reactor and the washing to remove CO2 [21]. 

Carbon dioxide is a major exhaust in all production of hydrogen from fossil fuels. The amount of CO2 

will vary with respect to the hydrogen content of the feedstock. To obtain a sustainable (zero emission) 

production of hydrogen, the CO2 should be captured and stored. This process is known as decarbonisation. 

There are three different options to capture CO2 in a combustion process: 

 Post-combustion: the CO2 can be removed from the exhaust gas of the combustion process in a 

conventional steam turbine or CCGT (combined cycle gas turbine) power plant. The exhaust gas 

will contain large amounts of nitrogen and some amounts of nitrogen oxides in addition to water 

vapour, CO2 and CO. 

 

 Pre-combustion: CO2 is captured when producing hydrogen through any of the processes 

discussed above. 

 Oxyfuel-combustion: the fossil fuel is yield heat in a combustion process in a conventional steam 

turbine or CCGT power plant. This is done with pure oxygen as an oxidizer. Mostly CO2 and water 

vapor are produced in the exhaust or flue gases, and CO2 can be easily separated by condensing 

the water vapor [17].  

There are several challenges to using fossil sources to produce hydrogen at target costs and with near-

zero greenhouse gas emissions. Additional research and development studies are needed to: 

 Develop carbon capture, utilization, and storage technologies that ensure minimal carbon dioxide 

is released in the production process; 

 Develop new technologies that can replace the cryogenic process currently used to separate the 

required oxygen from air [16]. 
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2.4.2. Hydrogen produced from renewable energy sources 
 

Hydrogen production from hydrocarbons is well established and most commonly used. Therefore, 

hydrogen production through various non-hydrocarbon routes is also available and under development. 

As stated earlier, figure 5, about 96% of the worldwide hydrogen production is accomplished by steam 

reforming of natural gas and other fossil primary energy. However, a number of innovative production 

paths exist for hydrogen production based upon renewable energy sources [18]. 

 

2.4.2.1. Electrolysis 
 

Electrolysis is often considered as it is the only process that needs not to rely on fossil fuels; it also 

has high product purity, and is feasible either on small and large scales. It is responsible for the emission 

of carbon dioxide only when power plants use fossil fuels to generate the required electricity. Production 

of hydrogen from sustainable sources as solar, wind or biomass energy might considerably reduce the 

production of emissions, figure 6 [8; 18]. 

  

Figure 6 – Hydrogen production based on renewable energy sources  [18] 

 

The basis of electrolysis is an electrolyzer, consisting of a series of cells each with a positive and 

negative electrode (figure 7). The electrodes are immersed in water that has been made electrically 

conductive by adding hydrogen or hydroxyl ions, usually in the form of alkaline potassium hydroxide 

(KOH). 
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Figure 7 - Typical electrolysis cell  [18] 

The current density, current flow divided by the electrode area [A/m2] is related with the rate of 

hydrogen generated. In general, the higher the current density, the higher the source voltage required 

and the power cost per unit of hydrogen. Currently, electrolyzers are reliable, have energy efficiencies of 

65–80%, and operate at current densities of about 2000 A/m2. Although electricity prices are still high, 

using renewable energy to produce it is a possible viable solution [17]. 

 

2.4.2.2. Biomass 
 

For hydrogen generation, the current biomass technologies include many techniques, via thermo 

chemical conversion processes such as pyrolysis, gasification, steam gasification, steam reforming of bio-

oils, and supercritical water gasification, or via biological production that can be classified into the 

following groups: biophotolysis of water using green algae and blue-green algae (cyanobacteria), photo-

fermentation, dark-fermentation, and hybrid reactor system. Although most of this techniques are still 

underdeveloped. Gasification technology, commonly used with biomass and coal, is very mature and 

commercially used in many processes. 

Biomass gasification takes place at higher temperatures and produces a mixture of gases with H2 

content ranging from 6 up to 6.5%. Gasification of biomass is generally observed to following reaction: 

𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 + 𝑂2(𝑜𝑟 𝐻2𝑂) + 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 → 𝐶𝑂, 𝐶𝑂2, 𝐻2𝑂, 𝐻2, 𝐶𝐻4 + 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝐻𝑠 + 𝑡𝑎𝑟 

 When gasifying biomass, the tar that is formed together with the synthetic gas is difficult to 

remove with a physical dust removal method. Therefore, a secondary reactor, which utilizes calcined 

dolomite or nickel catalyst, is used to catalytically clean and upgrade the product gas. 

The hydrogen yield from biomass is low, since the initial the content of hydrogen in biomass is 

only 6% and the energy content is also low due to high oxygen content (about 40% of biomass). Hydrogen 

production from biomass has major challenges as there are no complete and reliable technology 

demonstrations [21; 22].  
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2.4.3. Brief analysis of environmental impact of some type of production 
 

A brief environmental impact analysis for hydrogen production from steam reforming of natural 
gas, coal gasification, water electrolysis via wind and solar electrolysis, is now presented. Although 
hydrogen is generally considered to be a clean fuel, it is important to recognize that its method of 
production plays a very significant role in the level of environmental impacts. In this sense, the graphic of 
figure 8 illustrates the impacts of each type of production, based on a life cycle assessment (LCA). The 
graphic results on two studies made by Cetinkaya et. all, (2011) and Kalincia et. all, (2012) [38; 39]. 

LCA is a systematic analytical method that helps identify and evaluate the environmental impacts 
of a specific process or competing processes. The inputs and outputs produced for each life cycle are 
detailed, taking into consideration many factors. For natural gas steam reforming it includes the raw 
material extraction, production and distribution of electricity and natural gas, construction of the 
equipment and the power plant. The method of coal gasification includes mining, transportation, 
construction of the power plant, operation and electricity production. Wind electrolysis includes 
manufacturing and operation of the turbines, electrolysis and hydrogen production and compression 
steps. For PV (photo voltaic) electrolysis, manufacturing, transportation, installation, operation and 
maintenance of the PV modules are taking into account [19; 21].  

 
 

 
Figure 8 - Total CO2 equivalent values of the hydrogen [ 19; 21] 

 
The hydrogen producing methods based on fossil fuels are as expected those which present 

highest equivalent CO2 emissions. Hydrogen from biomass has the highest value of emissions due to the 

fact that biomass combustion results in high NOx emissions. Followed comes the production of H2 from 

photovoltaics due to primarily to the production stage of PV. Also the overall efficiency of the photovoltaic 

systems is very low and the capacity of production is not as good as other methods. The use of wind, 

hydropower and solar thermal energy having the lowest equivalent emissions leads to the most 

environmentally friendly methods. The electrolysis of hydrogen using wind energy is the most 

environmental friendly method among the examined systems for hydrogen production [17; 19; 21]. 
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2.4.4. Brief analysis of economic impact of some type of production 
 

A study held by International Energy Agency presents an analysis that lists the major costs 

involved in producing and delivering fuels to the point of refueling vehicles, figure 9 and annex A. The 

main assumptions made were: conversion efficiency, feedstock/fuel yields, cost of implementing, 

operation and maintenance, price of electricity, cost of transporting the fuel and cost of fuel storage. 

Figure 9 is shows three main cases of oil prices and how they affect feedstocks and other input 

costs. 

 

 

Figure 9 - Comparative analysis of costs of production of fossil fuels and H 2 [24] 

The electrolysis with carbon capture and storage price is estimated based on the electricity prices. 

It could be reduced but electricity remains expensive in many parts of the world. However when 

electrolysis has the energy supplied by low greenhouse gas sources the prices reduce, although they are 

still higher compared to fossil fuels [12].  

As natural gas (NG) is a fossil fuel, it is normal that the price of H2 production from NG fluctuates 

accordingly with the price of fossil fuels. In the analysis made, the exception occurs when the barrel is at 

USD 120, the fixed feedstock prices and oil price is affecting other inputs, making the prices of natural gas 

not increasing so much and making it have a competitive price comparing the other fossil fuels. 

H2 produced from biomass gasification presents the best combination for all kinds of oil price 

variation. However as it was seen before on section 2.4.2.2. biomass exploitation might have a large 

environmental impact. 

In annex A, a descriptive cost analysis considering a large volume implementation/production was 

made for near term (2010-2015) and a long term (2020-2030) periods. For the long term it was assumed 
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that technologies were mature and optimization achieved. In long term the fossil fuels still present the 

lowest prices, being the H2 produced from biomass which present prices very close to the fossil fuels. The 

natural gas is the fossil fuel that will present the best price of production in short and long term analysis 

[24]. 

 

2.5. On-board storage 
 

Much research and development of materials have been made in order to allow them to hold 

sufficient hydrogen in terms of gravimetric and volumetric densities, and, at the same time, to possess 

suitable thermodynamic and kinetic properties. The technical issues related to onboard storage are 

weight, volume, discharge rates, heat requirements, and recharging time. Based on the hydrogen onboard 

storage system, supplied cars can be grouped as compressed hydrogen and cryogenic liquid hydrogen 

vehicles. Besides these two storage methods, that are the more developed ones, there are many other 

underdevelopment ones, such as metal-hydride hydrogen storage, low temperature-adsorption hydrogen 

storage, carbon-nanotube hydrogen storage, and methanol reforming [24]. 

Figure 10 shows the current phase of development of different storage technologies, being the 

gasoline ICE’s the desired target of dimensions. 

 

Figure 10 - Hydride storage technologies and targets [25] 

 

2.5.1. Compressed hydrogen 
 

High-pressure hydrogen storage is the best storing method at present due to its simple structure, 

low compression energy, and rapid filling speed. Although hydrogen quality increases with pressure, 

hydrogen storage system cost must not be ignored, as well as the energy consumed during hydrogen 

compression. Typical pressure levels for compressed storage range from 350 bar to 700 bar. The designs 
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used for tanks can be carbon fiber-resin composite-wrapped with high density polyethylene (HDPE) or 

aluminum liner. The graphic of figure 11 shows an example of the weight and volume distribution of a 350 

bar tank system capable of carrying 5.6 kg H2 [17; 25; 26]. 

 

Figure 11 - Weight and volume distribution for com pressed hydrogen storage systems 

[27] 

For the weight distribution carbon fiber accounts for 53%, followed by the weight of other 

components such as valves, pressure regulators, tubes, etc. that account with 19%. Other contributors to 

the system weight are the liner (11%), glass fiber (6%) and foam (5%). For the volume distribution the 

largest contributor is the hydrogen (81%), with less than 5% each of the liner, foam, glass fiber and the 

other components [27]. 

 

2.5.2. Cryogenic liquid hydrogen  
 

The most common way to store hydrogen in a liquid form (LH2), and at ambient pressure, is to 

cool it down to cryogenic temperatures (–253 °C). Liquid hydrogen is stored generally in insulated, passive 

storage systems, meaning that no active cooling is provided. Despite this, the remaining heat input causes 

liquid hydrogen to evaporate (about 2-5% of the volume evaporates), which increases the pressure. Thus 

it requires a system with continuous consumption or at least free release to avoid pressure increase.  The 

main advantage with liquid hydrogen is the high storage density that can be reached at relatively low 

pressures. The LH2 for internal combustion engines does not have to be injected as a liquid. For practical 

application a LH2 internal combustion engine fueling system typically requires a vacuum-jacketed fuel line, 

heat exchanger and cryogenic pumps, and injectors. Further developments are needed to be done in order 

to increase the capacity, to develop systems that automatically capture the boil-off and re-liquefy the fuel 

at competitive prices [17; 25]. 
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2.5.3. Metal hydride storage 
 

Metal hydrides are the solid phase solution of hydrogen storage. They got most attention because 

of their capability of storing large quantities of hydrogen with higher volumetric densities than other 

storage options. The gravimetric hydrogen density of most metal hydrides is less than 3.0 wt.%. The main 

disadvantage, as represented in figure 10 by the red dot, is in the weight of the storage of alloys. The 

process consists in injecting hydrogen in gas form in a tank containing metal powder forming metal 

hydride. This way a solid phase solution is obtained and hydrogen is stored. 

To reuse the hydrogen stored the metal hydride goes through a thermal decomposition normally 

proceeded in a stepwise manner. Each step possesses its own thermodynamic and kinetic parameters. 

Desorption process occurs at equilibrium hydrogen pressures Peq and at temperature T, both parameters 

vary with hydride compositions. Most complex hydride systems encounter severe kinetic problems in 

desorbing hydrogen. Still, research needs to be done in order to increase absorption rate and operation 

temperature is still problematic [28; 29]. 

 

2.6. Delivery 
 

Delivery is an essential part of all the hydrogen fueled vehicles facilities. It is very important to 

guarantee the transport hydrogen from a central or semi-central production facility to the final point of 

use. Also, hydrogen delivery infrastructure should provide the same level of safety, convenience, and 

functionality as existing liquid and gaseous fossil fuel based infrastructures. As seen before, hydrogen has 

many ways of being produced so that the delivery infrastructure will need to integrate these various 

hydrogen production options [30].  

Figure 12 shows a description of the two methods of transporting gaseous H2. Transmission by 

pipeline requires a geological storage used to provide seasonal and surge capacity to the H2 and it is used 

for longer distance refueling station. High-pressure cylinders and tube trailers at 182 bar are commonly 

used to distribute gaseous hydrogen within 320 km of the source.  
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Figure 12 - Gaseous delivery pathway: a) Pipeline transport   b) Tube trailer transport 

[31] 

Based on extensive delivery system analyses, gaseous hydrogen transmission and distribution by 

pipeline is currently the lowest-cost delivery option for large volumes of hydrogen [31]. 

For the liquid hydrogen the delivery pathway is very different from the gaseous pathway, figure 

13. First, the hydrogen changes phase from gaseous to liquid in a liquefier station. The energy cost for 

converting gaseous hydrogen to liquid is high; an estimate for current liquefaction is that the energy 

required about 35% of the energy content of the hydrogen. Then it is stored in a cryogenic tank at (-253oC) 

at the liquid terminal. A tube trailer that can carry up to 4000 kg of liquid hydrogen, with a leak of 0.5% 

transports the hydrogen to the fueling station. Hydrogen boil-off of up to 5% also occurs when unloading 

the liquid hydrogen on delivery [30; 31]. 
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Figure 13 - Liquid delivery pathway [31] 

Another option of delivery that might reduce the cost and increase the volumetric efficiency of 

hydrogen storage is the use of solid carriers within the storage tank. This is identical to some of the 

approaches being researched for onboard vehicle hydrogen storage, figure 14 [30]. 

 

Figure 14 - Metal hydride delivery pathway [30]  

Stationary off-board storage does not have the same weight and volume restrictions of onboard 

vehicle storage, and systems that do not meet the goals for onboard storage might be effective for 

stationary off-board storage vessels. 

Each method of transport has many steps and many components involved. Alternative pathways 

could combine elements from two or three different approaches. As an example, gaseous hydrogen could 

be transported by pipeline to a terminal where it is liquefied for distribution by cryogenic tank trunk. To 

minimize costs, the logistics should be optimized, however it is only possible with the growing of the 

market. A fully developed system of delivery and infrastructures will take time to be built [30; 31]. 
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2.7. Mixture formation concepts 
 

2.7.1. External mixture – Port Fuel Injection  
 

There are only a few injectors specially developed for PFI hydrogen internal combustion engine, 

normally, natural gas injectors are the alternative. They require minimal change from a conventional 

engine structure, but results in limited power output. They can guarantee a uniform distribution of 

hydrogen between the cylinders providing a controlled combustion. Hydrogen injection systems for 

external mixture formation are operated at lower injection pressures (2–8 bar). 

Due to the relatively long time available for mixing of fuel and air, all external mixture formation 

concepts can be considered homogeneous and a dominating correlation between NOx emissions and 

air/fuel ratio can be established, figure 15 [12; 32]. 

 

Figure 15 - NOx emissions and air/fuel ratio correlation for PFI  [9]. 

For fuel to air ratios ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 a hydrogen engine can operate without emitting NOx 

emissions. The excess of air available in the combustion chamber does not allow temperature rising to 

achieve the NOx critical value (~1800 K).  

The ability for the H2ICE to operate unthrottled is owed to the low lean-flammability limit and high 

flame-velocity of hydrogen. In this sense, hydrogen is an ideal fuel to apply a lean mixture without using 

a throttle for part load control. Not using a throttle valve has the advantage of eliminating pumping losses 

due to the pressure drop of the flow cross the throttle plate, and fuel efficiency is improved. [9; 33].  

Beyond =0.5 there is an exponential increase in NOx emissions due exceeding the NOx critical 

equivalence ratio, and the peak is reached for  ~0.75 (~ 1.3).  The continuous increasing the engine 

load leads to a decrease in NOx emissions and being at stoichiometric conditions, it reaches around 1/3 of 

the peak value. This is caused because the combustion temperatures and the excess of oxygen decrease.  

External mixture formation is a better developed technology, therefore it presents higher engine 

efficiencies, extended lean operation range, lower cyclic variation and lower NOx production compared to 
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direct injection. However, for high operating loads, delaying the injection timing for DI can result in 

significantly lower NOx emissions [34].  

The theoretical power output for H2PFI is 86% of the corresponding gasoline output power. This 

difference is mainly caused by the low density of hydrogen, resulting in a significant decrease in mixture 

density when external mixture formation is being employed. An effective way to limit the power loss is by 

running hydrogen port-injection engines at stoichiometric air/fuel ratios [8; 12].  
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2.7.2. Internal mixture - Direct Injection 
 

Injecting hydrogen directly in the combustion chamber requires timing and duration strategy. 
These are crucial parameters influencing the NOx emissions. Adjusting the injection strategy can result in 
mixtures starting from fairly homogeneous (similar to external mixture formation) to strongly stratified. 
An early injection, shortly after intake valve closing, results in more homogeneous mixtures compared to 
late injection shortly before spark timing. As seen before for PFI, the overall air/fuel ratio strongly 
influences the NOx emissions. Figure 16 shows in a logarithm scale, the correlation between time of 
injection and air/fuel ratio with NOx emissions [13]. 

 

 

Figure 16 - Influence of injection timing and engine load (Air/Fuel Ratio) on NO x 

emissions in DI operation [15] 

Lean mixtures with  varying from 0.25 to 0.47 (in the legend  is represented by F) follow the 

same pattern, presenting higher emissions for late injection times. On the other hand, for rich mixtures 

the reverse happens. Late injection is expected to result in stratification, with zones that are even richer 

than stoichiometric, along with lean zones. This stratification avoids the NOx critical air/fuel ratio regime 

of  〜0.75 and thus reduces overall NOx emissions. DI has the advantage of working with higher loads 

without occurring abnormal combustion (backfire in particular). However, improvements need to be done 

to increase durability and maximum flow rate [15]. 

The optimal use of the DI-H2ICE can be achieved using a high-pressure (greater than 80 bar), high 

flow-rate hydrogen injector for operation at high engine speeds and overcoming the in-cylinder pressure 

for late injection in the compression stroke [35]. 

The theoretical power output for H2 DI exceeds in 19% the theoretical power output for the same 

engine operated on gasoline. 

Direct injection during the compression stroke needs high pressure hydrogen and thus effectively 
requires liquid hydrogen storage (metal hydrides can only provide low pressure hydrogen, compressed 
hydrogen could be used but this limits the effective tank contents as the tank can only be emptied down 
to the fuel injection pressure) [13]. 
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2.8. Problems of hydrogen combustion 
 

For many years hydrogen combustion engines have been studied although the major number of 

published papers appeared during and in the years following the oil crises. The main difficulties on 

developing H2ICE’s and the consequences of it will be now summarized in this section [21]. 

 

2.8.1. Abnormal combustion  
 

The same properties that make hydrogen an attractive fuel, wide flammability limits, low required 

ignition energy and high flame speeds, are also the ones who can result in undesired combustion 

phenomena. Controlling abnormal combustion is very important for the engine design, mixture formation 

and load control, although it has been a challenge to control it. 

Backfire can, in the best scenario, make the engine stop as the fuel is consumed before it can 

enter the cylinders and deliver work, while in the worst scenario, it can lead to the destruction of the 

intake manifold. The effects of pre-ignition and knock can go from increasing noise and vibration to major 

engine damage [8]. 

 

2.8.1.1. Backfire 
Backfire occurs during the opening of the intake valves while the new air-hydrogen mixture is 

aspired into the combustion chamber. It can be named differently depending on the authors: backflash, 

flashback and induction ignition. The main difference between backfiring and pre-ignition is the timing at 

which the anomaly occurs. Pre-ignition takes place during the compression stroke with the intake valves 

already closed, whereas backfiring occurs with the intake valves still open [8]. 

Many are the causes pointed for backfire such as: 

 Hot spots in the combustion chamber (deposits and particulates, the spark plug, residual 

gas, exhaust valves, etc.); 

 The small quenching distance of hydrogen (together with the wide flammability limits), 

enables the flame to propagate in the piston top, travelling up to inlet valve and igniting 

the fresh charge; 

 Remaining energy in the ignition circuit that was not totally discharged within the flame 

can cause a second, unwanted, ignition while the intake or expansion stroke occur 

(pressure is low); 

 Pre-ignition rises the temperature of the chamber, causing a hot spot that leads to a first 

pre-ignition which increases temperature, resulting in another, earlier, pre-ignition in the 

next cycle, leading to a new hot spot, and so on.  
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All causes itemized above can indeed result in backfire and the design of a hydrogen engine should 

try to avoid them. Many researches have been done showing that, even eliminating or avoiding the main 

supposed causes as hot spots, backfire still occurs. Even though, it is important to avoid them as they can 

lead to pre-ignition which increases the engine’s thermal loading and can have detrimental effects even 

without leading to backfire [8; 9]. 

 

2.8.1.2. Pre-ignition 
The actual reason or cause why pre-ignition occurs has never been proven, although many 

hypotheses haven been proposed to explain it. Besides hydrogen characteristics, high temperatures, 

residual charge, engine speed and engine load can cause pre-ignition. Also, due to the dependence of 

minimum ignition energy with the equivalence ratio, pre-ignition is more pronounced when the air-

hydrogen mixtures approach stoichiometric levels [12; 13]. 

 

2.8.1.3. Auto-ignition / Knock 
Engine knock is the term used in spark ignition engines to describe auto-ignition of the remaining 

end-gas during the late part of the combustion event with high-pressure oscillations and the typical 
pinging noise. The proportions of engine damage depend on the amplitude of the pressure waves and the 
subsequent increased mechanical and thermal stress. The engine knock depends on the engine design 
and the fuel-air mixture properties. 

At high loads, knock is a more significant source of efficiency losses than pumping work. Knock is 
the spontaneous ignition of part of the charge. This can lead to excessively high cylinder temperatures 
and pressures as well as objectionable noise. Knock is addressed in a number of different ways in engines, 
including reducing the compression ratio and retarding spark timing. 

The global effects of knock and pre-ignition are very similar, and on occasion there are some 
literature texts that do not differentiate them. However, the way to prevent each is different: pre-ignition 
can be avoided through proper engine design, on the other hand knock is an inherent limit on the 
maximum compression ratio that can be used with a fuel [8]. 

 

2.9. Safety 
 

Safety is one of the most important issues when trying to implement hydrogen vehicles for 

common use. It is also essential to those who work with hydrogen in production, transportation and 

research. Regarding the physical properties of hydrogen, the fundamental safety dealing with hydrogen 

lies on its potential to ignite or explode, especially in indoor areas. 

The process of detonation starts when the flame front changes from laminar to turbulent 

structure. The flame speed accelerates caused by preheating pressure of the unburned gas mixture and 

shock waves. Detonation can happen to any other gaseous fuels, although hydrogen presents much higher 

burning velocity than the other fuels, 200 cm/s and 40-80 cm/s, respectively. 

In section 2.5. the options of storing hydrogen on board were presented. Under normal 

conditions, the storage and fuel lines should keep hydrogen and air separate so as to avoid flammable or 
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detonable mixtures. This requires maintaining an intact and leak-free hydrogen storage and delivery 

system. This can be achieved by using appropriate materials and good quality of construction. Taking in 

consideration that hydrogen is more propitious of passing through small openings than other gaseous 

fuels, a higher quality of construction is needed to minimize small cracks and defects that could grow and 

lead to hydrogen leakage. 

Operation with hydrogen should be done outdoors as much as possible. When hydrogen 

operations are indoor, the space should be very well ventilated to avoid the formation of flammable or 

detonable fuel-air mixtures. This puts a limitation for vehicles to be parked in garage for a long period. 

Hydrogen sensors are seen as devices for facilitating the detection of unwanted hydrogen leaks 

and to prevent eventual accidents. In the presence of hydrogen, sensors are activated sounding an audible 

alarm, or activating the ventilation systems or shutdown the hydrogen systems to a safe stand-by state 

[36; 37]. 

 

2.10. Hydrogen combustion engine vehicle  
 

The early history of H2ICE vehicles dates back to 1807 when Francois Isaac de Rivaz of Switzerland 

built the first working model that used a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen as a reactant. Since then, 

institutions, mainly automotive companies, have been developing and improving the technology, 

searching for a more sustainable and clean fuel source [38]. 

 

2.10.1. Characterization 
H2ICE’s vehicles can be distinguished by the purpose they are built for. If a vehicle is specifically 

designed and built for hydrogen operation by an original equipment manufacturer, then is a dedicated 

vehicle. On the other hand, if the vehicle is adapted for hydrogen operation by either a manufacturer or 

an aftermarket supplier is a conversion vehicle. 

The properties of hydrogen, in particular its wide flammability limits, make it an ideal fuel to 

combine with other fuels and thereby improve their combustion properties. In this sense, the vehicles can 

be built for mono-fuel operation with hydrogen, as the only fuel, as well as bi-fuel solutions, with hydrogen 

as well as other fuel. Based on the mixture formation strategy, one can differentiate between: 

 Blended operation, the combinations of hydrogen with one or several other gaseous 

fuels; 

 Dual-fuel operation describes any combination of hydrogen and liquid fuels in which 

several mixture preparation devices are used. These systems use separate storage and 

fuel systems for the different fuels. 

Concerning the hydrogen onboard storage system, hydrogen vehicles can be grouped as 

compressed hydrogen and cryogenic liquid hydrogen vehicles. 
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Hydrogen as an engine fuel has been applied to reciprocating internal combustion engines as well 

as rotary engines [12]. 

For the experimental part of the project it will be used a conversion mono-fuel engine with 

electrical start. 

2.10.2. Overview of hydrogen vehicles 
 

François Isaac de Rivaz, in 1807, was the pioneer of H2ICE vehicles. After many decades with fewer 
progress, in 1933, the automotive company Norsk Hydro operated a hydrogen powered ICE vehicle via 
using on-board ammonia reformation using hydrogen as a booster. Later in 1974, the Musashi Institute 
of Technology introduced Musashi 1, the first Japanese hydrogen‐fueled vehicle using a 4‐stroke engine 
in combination with liquid hydrogen storage. The Mushashi Institute of Technology continued its 
developments subsequently presenting nine more vehicles after the first one [38]. 

However, no commercial hydrogen vehicle is available today, car manufacturers are still 

developing the technology. Since the early 2000’s many different vehicles have been designed, built and 

tested, some of them are summarized in table 2. The automotive companies with more H2ICE’s vehicles 

investments and improvements done, have been Toyota, BMW, and FORD [9]. 

Table 2 - Overview of hydrogen vehicles  [9; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42] 

Name Year Engine Range Units 

BMW Hydrogen 7 2003 Dual fuel 200 km ~100 

Quantum modified Toyota Prius 2005 Mono fuel 100-130 km >30 

Mazda RX-8 Renesis 2006 Dual fuel 95 km >30 

E-450 H2ICE Shuttle Bus 2006 Mono fuel 240-320 km 30 

MAN bus 2008 Mono fuel >300 km 20 

Mazda Premacy Hydrogen RE Hybrid 2009 Dual fuel 200 km prototype 

Jesse James 2009   prototype 

Alset Anston Martin Rapide S 
(Cottingham 2013) 

2012 
Dual fuel 250 km prototype 

Mercedes-Benz Vision G-Code 2015    

 

 Toyota is the automotive company with more patents published about hydrogen energy. It had 

great focus on H2ICE’s during the first years of the 1990s and then from 2004 till 2008 [9].  

Mazda, developed its first hydrogen rotary engine vehicle, the HR-X in 1991. After developing it 

in 1993 launched the HR-X2 and the vehicle MX-5 equipped with this engine. Later in 2003, the RX-8 rotary 

engine was announced and in 2004 tested in public road. The Premacy Hydrogen RE Hybrid has been 

available on lease to governmental bodies and companies in Japan since March 2009. This last vehicle 

produces approximately 40% more power than the Mazda RX-8 Hydrogen RE, resulting in significantly 

enhanced acceleration. It uses a hybrid system converting the hydrogen combustion energy to electricity, 
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which drives the wheels via an electric motor. Both models were equipped with Mazda's dual-fuel system 

that allows the car to run on gasoline as well as hydrogen [39; 40] 

Ford Motor Company has been evaluating hydrogen since 1997 as an alternative fuel option for 

vehicles with internal combustion engines. The model P2000 was presented in 2001 and was the first 

hydrogen powered vehicle launched by the company. In 2006, Ford launched the E-450 H2ICE Shuttle Bus 

Fleet, powered by a 6.8L Supercharged H2ICE engine with an operating range of 240 to 320 km [41]. 

The German automotive company BMW is developing hydrogen combustion engines as early as 

the 1980s and this is a position the company continues to hold. The first vehicle was the 520, a dual fuel 

prototype. Since then up to 1996, they developed three generations of hydrogen powered vehicles, and 

in 2000 they introduced the 5.0‐liter V‐12 750hL, the company's fifth‐generation hydrogen car. In 2004, 

the BMW H2R race car demonstrated the performance levels that hydrogen technology is capable of 

achieving. This vehicle attained 302 km/h. The BMW Hydrogen 7 a dual fuel vehicle was presented in 

2006. The BMW Hydrogen 7 Mono‐Fuel demonstration vehicle was built based on the BMW Hydrogen 7 

dual fuel car to demonstrate the emissions reduction potential of a dedicated hydrogen vehicle [38]. 
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3. Methodology 
 

In this chapter the applied methodology to acquire the data from the WAVE software is detailed. 

In order to understand some assumptions, the explanation of the used combustion model and also the 

engine model are also presented in this chapter. 

Although experiments are essential tools to study, understand and optimize the typical internal 

combustion engines, the range of their applicability in terms of economy, time and available 

infrastructures is a matter of debate. With the development of computer technology, model-based 

optimization is gaining more and more ground in automotive engineering. The Ricardo WAVE software is 

a 1D engine and gas dynamics simulation software. It can be used in industry sectors including passenger 

car, motorcycle, truck, locomotive, motor sport, marine and power generation. The WAVE features used 

in this research were performance simulations, combustion and emissions and thermal analysis [43; 44].  

 

3.1. Combustion model: Wiebe function 
 

Wiebe deduced a simplified equation for calculating the combustion in the cylinder of internal 

combustion engines. Currently, there is no valid mathematical equation with enough precision to 

determine a combustion process based on the design and operation parameters of the engine [36]. The 

Wiebe function is widely used to describe the rate of fuel mass burned in thermodynamic calculations.  

This relationship allows the independent input of function shape parameters and of burn duration.  It is 

known to represent quite well the experimentally observed trends of premixed SI combustion. It is a 

primary combustion model and the most commonly used combustion sub-model in SI engines.  It can be 

applied to all engine cylinder elements. The Wiebe function is expressed as 

𝑊 = 1.0 − 𝑒
(−𝑎(

𝜃−𝜃0
∆𝜃

)
(𝑚+1)

)
                                                         (3.1) 

where the cumulative mass fraction W is burned as a function of crank angle 𝜃. The form factor of the 

Wiebe function m controls the shape of the Wiebe curve and coefficient a represents the combustion 

efficiency. The parameter 𝜃0 is the crank angle at start of combustion and ∆𝜃 is the combustion angle or 

combustion duration [43; 44]. 

Figure 17 represents an example of the curve of combustion for the hydrogen model, the 

parameters used are presented in annex F. 
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Figure 17- Wiebe function curve for hydrogen engine  [44]. 

The mass fraction burned profile grows from zero and then tends exponentially to one indicating 

the end of combustion. As marked on figure 17, zero mass burnt is where the combustion starts and near 

100% mass burnt is when the combustion ends, each associated with its crank angle. The difference 

between those points is known as the duration of combustion, but technically the combustion duration is 

defined as the number of crank degrees between 10% and 90% of mass fraction burnt. Although the 

Wiebe function is simple and robust in specifying the combustion process, there are inherent issues. To 

find a suitable shape of Wiebe function it is necessary to define combustion duration and ignition timing. 

Varying the 50% burn point simply shifts the entire curve forward or backward. Varying the 10%-90% 

duration will extend the total combustion duration, making the profile extend longer or compress shorter. 

Varying the Wiebe exponent will shift the curve to burn mass earlier or later [43; 44; 45]. 

 

3.2. Woschni heat transfer model 
 

Modeling of the heat transfer is usually considered as a part of whole engine simulation including 

combustion modeling, emission and soot formation modeling, fuel spray modeling etc., and can serve as 

a prerequisite of performance optimization and design improvement in order to meet nowadays demands 

added on the engines. 

The Woschni model is one of the most used models to calculate heat transfer of internal 

combustion engines. Although, it was developed based on fossil-fueled engines, it will be used in data 

acquisition for hydrogen combustion. Woschni arrived at equation (3.2) for the heat transfer coefficient 

[46], 

     ℎ = 0.0128𝐷−0.20𝑃0.80𝑇−0.53𝑣𝑐
0.8                                                          (3.2) 

where D is the engine bore, P is the cylinder pressure, T the cylinder temperature and 𝑣𝑐 the characteristic 

of velocity. The characteristic velocity, equation (3.3), is the sum of the mean piston speed and another 

term due to swirl originating from the combustion event, which is modeled as a function of the pressure 

rise due to combustion. 

𝑣𝑐 = 𝑐1𝑣𝑚 + 𝑐2
𝑉𝐶𝑇𝑟

𝑃𝑟𝑉𝑟
(𝑃 − 𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑡)                                                         (3.3) 
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In the above equation 𝑣𝑚 is the mean piston speed, Tr, Pr and Vr are respectively the reference 

temperature, pressure and volume. Vc is the volume swept by the piston and Pmot is the motored cylinder 

pressure. The coefficient, c1 is a dimensionless quantity calculated as, 

𝑐1 = 6.18 + 0.417
𝑣𝑠

𝑣𝑚
                                                                         (3.4) 

𝑐1 = 2.28 + 0.308
𝑣𝑠

𝑣𝑚
                                                                         (3.5) 

The equation (3.4) is used during scavenging and the equation (3.5) is used when valves are closed. The 

coefficient, c2 is a constant given as, 

𝑐2 = 3.24 × 10−3                                                                       (3.6) 

𝑐2 = 0                                                                                (3.7) 

During combustion the c2 is constant (3.6), but it is null before combustion and during scavenging, 

equation (3.7).  

At the present there is no model which can give a detailed distribution of local heat transfer 

coefficients. Depending on the fuel used or engine or other parameters, the use of other correlations in 

Woschni function is frequent. The variation in heat transfer correlations does not have a significant 

influence on the predication of the engine performance prediction. For instance, a 10 per cent error 

estimating the heat transfer of the cylinder leads to an error of 1 per cent for the engine performance 

prediction [46]. 

 

3.3. Exhaust Gas Recirculation model 
 

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is a process used to reduce nitrogen oxide emissions from engines. 

It works by cooling some of the exhaust gas, which is then redirected back into the charge air. This results 

in the reduction of the combustion temperature and less nitrogen oxide is produced. EGR can improve 

the fuel consumption of both direct injected and port-injected engines by reducing pumping losses, 

mitigating knock, cooling the exhaust and eliminating the need for fuel enrichment. At low loads it reduces 

pumping losses through the combined effects of displacing intake air and decreasing the charge density 

through heating. For high loads the addition of cooled EGR substantially reduces the knock tendency of 

the engine, resulting in an opportunity to advance combustion phasing and improve the combustion cycle 

efficiency [32; 47; 48]. 

In this way a new model was suggested to take into account this EGR technique in the engine 

simulation, using the WAVE software for design and simulate it, see annex B.2. The schematic model in 

which the construction of the WAVE model was based is presented in figure 18. 
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Figure 18 - EGR schematic model 

 

3.4. Engine model description and experimental setup 
 

The model build using WAVE software, see annex B, tries to be as similar to the real engine as 

possible. Both used a 4-cylinder engine with port-fuel injection. The dimensions of the ducts are the same 

as the engine ducts. The compressor map and the turbine map used were based in experimental data 

taken from the engine, annexes C and D. Table 3 presents the basic geometry characteristics of the engine. 

Table 3 - Geometry configuration of the engine  

Parameter 

Bore 90 mm 

Stroke 90 mm  

Connecting Rod length 153 mm 

Compression ratio 9.3 

Firing order and timing 1-3-4-2 

 

A correctly set-up engine and test cell with an appropriate data-acquisition system were built to 

acquire precise and reliable information. Numerous tests were conducted on a 2.3 L four-cylinder 

hydrogen engine with turbocharger. Figure 19 presents a diagram of the experimental components. The 

data used in WAVE software was acquired in practical experiments in laboratory and are presented in 

annex F. 
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1- Hydrogen bottle 2- Ball valve 3- Electromagnetic cut-off valve 

4- First pressure reducing valve 
(13 MPa/0.8 MPa) 

5- Filter 
6- Hydrogen flow meter 

(CMF010) 

7- Hydrogen flow meter 
(CMF025) 

8- Second pressure reducing valve 
(0.2-0.5 MPa) 

9- Back-fire relief valve 

10- Air Filter 11- Air flow meter 12- Steady gas box 

13- Hydrogen injectors 14- Turbine flow meter 
15- Three-way catalytic 

converter 

16- AVL exhaust analyzer 
sampling channel 

17- Computer analysis  

   

Figure 19 - Diagram of hydrogen internal combustion engine  rig 

 

The test cell included a CW250 eddy current dynamometer, which was used for energy absorption 

and engine speed regulation. The dynamometer had a capacity of 250 kW and a maximum rated speed of 

8000 rpm and was attached to an external blower, with volume flow rate of 500 m3/h. The engine speed 

could be controlled at the desired level, and the torque was varied. The speed, engine oil temperature, 

coolant temperature, and intake air temperature were recorded automatically from the dynamometer 

control console. The cylinder pressure was measured using a Kislter 6117B pressure sensor, and the crank 

angle position was specified by the crank angle encoder, which type is Kislter 2613B (which can measure 

0-20000r/min and the accuracy can reach to 0.1 °CA – crank angle). The cylinder pressure and the 

corresponding crank angle were captured through a high-speed data acquisition system (Kibox 
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combustion analyzer). The output from these measurements were diagrams of pressure versus crank 

angle. The inlet air flow was measured by a ToCeiL20N hot-film air mass flow meter. The hydrogen mass 

flow was measured by an EMERSON Coriolis mass flow meter, type CMF025. All the specifications were 

listed in table 4. 

 

Table 4 - Specification of experimental variables  

Variable Device Accuracy Parameters 
2600rpm, 

WOTa 
Error 

Average of 

uncertainty 

(%) 

Engine speed FC2000 ±1r/min Brake power 28.1668 0.0574% 0.20 

Crank angle Kislter 2613B ±0.02° ITEb 32% 0. 07% 0.23 

In-cylinder pressure Kislter 6117B ±0.4% ARa ISFCb 93.7450 0.2127 0.23 

Air mass flow rate ToCeiL20N ±1%FSa 
Volumetric 

efficiency 
83.27% 0. 77% 0.92 

Hydrogen mass flow 

rate 
CMF025 ±0.1%FSa 

Equivalence 

ratio 
0.5170 0.0026 0.51 

a FS: Full scale, AR: All range, WOT: wide open throttle. 

b ITE: Indicated Thermal Efficiency, ISFC: Indicated Specific Fuel Consumption. 
      

 

Before conducting any test, the engine is warmed up to ensure that it reaches the operating 

temperatures and that it stabilizes. Tests were conducted after running the engine until it reached a 

steady state oil temperature of 90 °C and cooling water temperature of 80 °C. The data was then recorded 

after running the engine with hydrogen fuel. All the tests were run at the MBT to obtain comparable data. 

The MBT tests were done through modifying the ignition timing at different engine speeds and loads. For 

example, to get the MBT at 2600 rpm and the wide open throttle, the engine speed should be kept at 

2600 rpm and the throttle was wide open, modifying the hydrogen mass flow to keep the equivalence 

ratio at a constant value (such as 0.55). After these steps, the ignition timing was modified, through the 

electronic system. The test data were recorded until finding the MBT. The above steps were repeated in 

order to get the other test data at different speeds, equivalence ratios and throttle open angles. 

All measurements of physical quantities have some degree of uncertainty, due to various sources. 

Therefore, uncertainty analysis was necessary, to confirm the precision of the tests. The uncertainty for 

the experimental results was determined according to the principle of root-mean square method, to get 

the magnitude of the error given by Gaussian distribution, as follows: 

∆𝑅 = ⌈(
𝜕𝑅

𝜕𝑥1
∆𝑥1)

2
+ (

𝜕𝑅

𝜕𝑥2
∆𝑥2)

2
+ ⋯ + (

𝜕𝑅

𝜕𝑥𝑛
∆𝑥𝑛)

2
⌉

1/2

                                      (3.8) 
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where ∆R is the uncertainty in the computed result, R is a given function of the computed results, x1, x2, 

xn are the independent measured variables, ∆x1, ∆x2, ∆xn are the corresponding uncertainty values of the 

independent measured variables. 

Table 4 summarizes the average uncertainties of the measured parameters based on the 

specification of the instruments and experimental error analysis. The error analysis was performed by 

considering error rates in the measurement range of devices (according to their calibration values) used 

in the experimental studies. 

 

3.4.1. Adaptations from the gasoline model to the hydrogen model 
 

The engine used in the experiments was adapted from gasoline. So some adjustments had to be 

made in order to make it work with the best efficiency using hydrogen as a fuel. The intake, exhaust, spark, 

and hydrogen supply system all suffered modifications, as well as the controlling system. In the same way, 

when using the software to design the hydrogen and gasoline models for the same engine there are many 

parameters that need to be changed.  

The form factor of the Wiebe function m, will be considered as 1.5 for the hydrogen model, while 

the normal value for a gasoline engine is 2.0. This difference is due to the higher burning speed of 

hydrogen compared to gasoline. 

As seen, in the properties of hydrogen section, the fuel/air ratio for hydrogen is much smaller 

than for the other fuels. In the experimental part, fluctuations in the equivalence ratio will be set in order 

to analyze the engine break power. 
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4. Measurements, results and discussion 
 

4.1. Changes in duct intake dimensions 
 

In this section are analyzed the best relations of diameter and length of the intake duct, in order 

to have the highest MBT results. As stated before, the engine suffered some adaptations to work with 

hydrogen, although, the intake duct was kept as the original for the gasoline setup. The original intake 

duct dimensions are in table 5. Using WAVE software it was analyzed which should be the ideal diameter 

and length for the intake duct using hydrogen as a fuel. The simulation results are presented below in 

figures 20 and 21. 

Table 5 - Original intake duct dimensions  

Diameter (mm) Length (mm) 

44 100 

 

4.1.1. Diameter 
 

The engine was simulated for three different engine speeds, low 2400 rpm, medium 3600 rpm 

and high 4800 rpm. The graphic of the figure 20 correlates the duct diameter with the engine break 

torque. 

 

Figure 20 - Relation between brake engine torque and intake duct diameter  for different 

engine speeds 

Figure 20 shows that for lower speeds the diameter of the intake duct does not affect much the 

engine brake torque, as this parameter is almost constant. For the higher engine speed of 4800 rpm the 

change of the intake duct makes the torque decrease for values over 40 mm of diameter. For diameters 

between 35 and 40 mm the torque value is slighting increasing reaching its maximum for 40 mm diameter. 
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Table 6 - Analysis of different values of diameter and respective MBT response 

Diameter 
[mm] 

MBT 2400 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 3600 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 4800 rpm 
[N.m] 

Average  
[N.m] 

35.4 114.2 127.6 181.7 141.2 

38.6 114.0 127.0 182.8 141.3 

40 114.3 127.0 184.6 142.0 

44 113.5 126.2 172.1 137.3 

46 113.2 126.0 172.1 137.1 

 

The original diameter used was 44 mm. The simulation results, specified in table 6, show that the 

best compromise between torque and intake duct diameter is for values between 35.4 mm to 40 mm. 

 

4.1.2. Length 
 

Figure 21 shows how the intake duct length changes the engine brake torque. 

 

Figure 21 - Relation between brake engine torque and intake duct length 

When the engine is running at 2400 rpm and 3600 rpm the engine torque does not suffer much change 

with the variation of the intake duct. On the other hand, when running the engine at 4800 rpm, longer 

intake ducts result in higher engine brake torques. In this sense it is important to find the best relation, as 

the engine is supposed to run at different speed conditions and should have the best relation of 

torque/dimensions.  
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Table 7 - Analysis of different values of intake duct length and respective MBT response 

Length 
[mm] 

MBT 2400 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 3600 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 4800 rpm 
[N.m] 

Average 

50 114.6 127.5 171.1 137.7 

70 113.5 127. 4 172.0 137.6 

90 113.5 126.2 171.3 137.0 

110 113.6 126.0 191.0 143.5 

130 113.5 128.1 180.4 140.7 

 

Analyzing the results, table 7, it is possible to notice that the brake engine torque for the 2400 rpm 

simulation suffers small changes ( 1.3 N.m) when compared to 4800 rpm simulation ( 23 N.m). The 110 

mm length offers the best relation. 

 

4.2. Optimized the valve timing for the mean brake torque 
 

Adjusting the valve timing to the characteristics of the fuel in use, achieves better efficiency 

results. Accordingly, this section is focused in evaluating the influence of valve timing upon the 

corresponding brake torque. The opening and closing times of both intake and exhaust valves will be 

analyzed. 

 

4.2.1. EVO – Exhaust Valve Opening time 
 

The engine is set up to open the exhaust valve at 126.36 degrees of the crank angle. In this 

simulation it was verified the influence of different opening timings on the respective brake torque.  

  

Figure 22 - EVO timing relation with brake torque  
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The 2400 rpm simulation results in low torques for early valve opening, continuing to grow until 130 

degrees of EVO and keeping more or less constant until 150 degrees of EVO. For the 3600 rpm there is a 

continuous grow until reaching the peak at 145 degrees and decreasing abruptly after that. The higher 

engine speed simulation presents a continuous growth of torque with the delaying of EVO, although with 

some small peaks for certain values. It presents its maximum also for 145 degrees of EVO, figure 22. 

In this sense, with the data from the software an average timing was determined to conclude which 

value was the best torque compromise for both engine speeds, table 8.  

Table 8 - EVO timing results and interpolation analysis  

EVO 
[deg] 

MBT 2400 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 3600 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 4800 rpm 
[N.m] 

Average 
[N.m] 

110 102.7 126.1 167.8 132.2 

115 109.5 122.8 173.7 135.3 

120 111. 3 123.7 170.3 135. 1 

130 113.9 128.1 172.6 138.2 

135 113.7 131.7 177.4 141.0 

140 113.2 140.5 176.8 143.5 

145 112.8 151.9 182.1 148.9 

150 112.6 129.5 175.3 139.1 

 

From the WAVE software study and subsequent interpolation from the obtained torque values, table 

8, the new suggested value for the EVO timing was 145 degrees. This represents the best compromise for 

all speed cases. 

4.2.2. EVC – Exhaust Valve Closing time 
 

The engine is set up, for the exhaust valve, to have a duration of exhaust phase (represented as a 

function of the crank angle position) of 1.0. Keeping the EVO set as 126.36 degrees of the crank angle and 

changing the duration of the valve opening is possible to obtain the exhaust valve closing time with 

respective brake engine torque response, figure 23. The new EVC timing is calculated by the WAVE 

software like, the equation:  

𝐸𝑉𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝐸𝑉𝐶 ∗ 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛                                                                    (4.1) 

Being the EVC calculated automatically by the software for any engine as, 

𝐸𝑉𝐶 = 𝐸𝑉𝑂 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒                                                            (4.2)        

This constant value is based on the data of the table 18, annex G. 
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Figure 23 - EVC timing relation with brake torque  

The graphics from figure 23 have similar distributions, presenting low torque values for early 

closing valve time (short duration) and keep increasing their values until reaching its maximum at duration 

of 1.0 for 2400 rpm, 0.9 for 3600 rpm and 0.95 for 4800 rpm. Once again, in table 9, are presented 

averages of the torque values to get the best operating compromise. 

Table 9 - EVC timing results and interpolation ana lysis 

Duration 
MBT 2400 rpm 

[N.m] 
MBT 3600 rpm 

[N.m] 
MBT 4800 rpm 

[N.m] 
Average 

[N.m] 

0.85 75.5 97.5 144.9 106.0 

0.9 94.4 138.0 177.2 136.5 

0.95 109.3 123.4 179.9 137.5 

1 113.5 126.2 172.1 137.3 

1.05 112.5 134.8 167.5 138.3 

1.1 109.4 133.2 167.8 136.8 

 

The obtained data show that values of EVC can be very wide, presenting very similar torque responses 

between 136 and 138 N.m. However, 1.05 is the one that presents the higher torque value and so it should 

be considered for future testing. 

 

4.2.3. IVO – Intake Valve Opening time 
 

The engine is set up to open the intake valve at 336.7 degrees of the crank angle. In this simulation 

different opening timings were considered and the respective brake torque values, figure 24, were 

obtained.  
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Figure 24 - IVO timing relation with brake torque  

The curve representing the 2400 rpm engine speed simulation has a continuous growth from 320 till 

350 degrees. On the other hand, for the middle engine speed the brake torque decreases from 325 till 

350 degrees, having its peak at 325 degrees. For the highest engine speed there are many variations in 

the torque results through all IVO values, having two peaks for IVO at 320 degrees and 335 degrees. 

 Because these graphics present very different patterns, it is difficult to make a proper analyze of what 

is the best IVO timing. Once again, using the data from the software, an analysis was made to find out the 

best compromise of torque for the tested engine speeds, table 10. 

Table 10 - IVO timing results and interpolation analysis  

IVO 
[deg] 

MBT 2400 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 3600 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 4800 rpm 
[N.m] 

Average 
[N.m] 

320 108.6 138.0 196.1 152.4 

325 110.96 145.4 177.4 144.2 

330 115.2 132. 3 176.1 145.6 

335 113.2 127.6 191.9 152.5 

340 115.3 124.1 174.4 144.8 

345 115.5 122.9 184. 1 149.8 

350 114.1 121.6 180.2 147.2 

 

The results show that the IVO timing that presents the best torque is at 335 degrees. As the engine 

was tested with an IVO time very close (336.7 degrees) to this value, analyses with shorter increments of 

IVO were made and the results are presented in table 11.   
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Table 11 - Second IVO timing results and interpolation analysis  

IVO 
[deg] 

MBT 2400 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 3600 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 4800 rpm 
[N.m] 

Average 
[N.m] 

335.0 113.2 127.6 191.9 152.5 

335.3 114.5 127.4 178.4 140.1 

335.7 114.6 127.1 191.0 144.2 

336.1 113.4 126.8 173.7 138.0 

336.5 113.5 126.4 170.9 136.9 

336.9 113. 6 126.1 172. 1 137.2 

 

The results for IVO show that the best time for IVO should be 335.0 degrees. 

 

4.2.4. IVC – Intake Valve Closing time 
 

The engine is set up, for the intake valve, to have a duration of the intake phase (represented as 

a function of the crank angle position) of 1.0. Keeping the IVO set as 336.7 degrees of the crank angle and 

changing the duration of the intake phase, it is possible to obtain the exhaust valve closing time with 

respective brake engine torque response, figure 25. The new IVC is calculated the same way as explained 

for the EVC. 

 

Figure 25 - IVC timing relation with brake torque  

The 2400 rpm graphic has a growing pattern from 0.8 to 1.0 of duration and stabilizing after that, 

while for the 3600 rpm and 4800 rpm both graphics have a peak at 0.85 and 0.9, respectively. After that 

peak, the torque gradually declines. The data collected from the software is presented in table 12.  
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Table 12 - IVC timing results and interpolation analysis  

Duration MBT 2400 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 3600 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 4800 rpm 
[N.m] 

Average 
[N.m] 

0.80 94.2 116.3 166.0 125.5 

0.85 101.9 144.4 176.7 141.0 

0.90 108.4 133.9 192.7 145.0 

0.95 112.7 129.1 180.1 140.7 

1.00 113.5 126.2 172.2 137.3 

1.05 113.3 122. 5 172.9 136.2 

1.10 112.8 119.7 164.1 132.2 

 

For IVC time the results were not very conclusive so more duration timings were simulated in 

order to get the best relation. Consequently, considering the extra data obtained the duration of 0.90 

offers the best combination of results for the three engine speeds under analysis. 

 

4.3. Turbocharged hydrogen engine simulation  
 

Different simulations were carried out using three different engine speeds 2400 rpm, 3600 rpm 
and 4800 rpm. 
 

4.3.1. Combustion duration 
In this part of the simulation, the combustion duration was changed, the parameter BDUR from 

the table of the annex F, keeping the other parameters constant. 

 

Figure 26 - Combustion duration relation with engine torque  

As stated in section 3.1., the combustion duration is defined as the number of crank degrees 

between 10% and 90% of mass fraction burnt. To find suitable shape of Wiebe function is necessary to 

define combustion duration and ignition timing. Varying the 10%-90% duration will extend the total 

combustion duration, making the profile extend or compress, see figure 26. The longer the combustion 
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duration the bigger difference between crank angle of initial combustion and end of combustion, and vice 

versa for shorter combustion timing. 

For lower speeds, short combustion time offers better torque response, having a continuous 

decreasing curve. For the higher engine speed the torque simulation curve is similar from 10 to 25% of 

combustion duration, but then it leads to a sudden torque increase up 30%, decreasing afterwards from 

that point. 

During the experimental tests the combustion duration was set between 23.0% for 4800 rpm and 

23.6% for 2400 rpm. In this sense, shorter combustion duration should be used for lower engine speed 

testing and for an engine speed of 4800 rpm a 30% of combustion duration should be used, figure 26. 

 

4.3.2. Throttle angle 
 

The throttle angle affects the air flow having effect in all engine system. It is therefore important 

to analyze which angle is more suitable for the engine performance.  

 

Figure 27 - Throttle angle variation with res pective torque response 

The values of throttle angle under 25 degrees were not considered because they resulted in 

negative torque response.  The 90 degrees throttle angle corresponds to wide open throttle, which was 

used in the other undertaken tests. All curves are very similar increasing constantly until 50  60 degrees, 

decreasing smoothly until 70 degrees and then remaining constant until the wide open position, figure 

27.  
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Table 13 - Throttle angle variation results and interpolation analysis  

Throttle Angle 
[deg] 

MBT 2400 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 3600 rpm 
[N.m] 

MBT 4800 rpm 
[N.m] 

Average 
[N.m] 

5 -50.909 -64.441 -78.2172 -64.522 

10 -41.542 -51.654 -60.5093 -51.235 

20 -8.541 -9.816 -8.39245 -8.917 

30 58.090 74.761 124.273 85.708 

40 93.119 123.995 166.357 127.824 

50 109.168 130.117 177.143 138.809 

60 113.005 126.725 177.133 138.954 

70 112.919 126.430 171.568 136.972 

80 113.439 126.273 172.192 137.301 

90 113.533 126.246 172.158 137.312 

 
Analyzing the obtained results, the throttle angle position values from 50 until 90 degrees lead to 

really high torque response, so that they can be used as well. Despite that, the throttle angle of 60 degrees 
presents the best combination of torque, and the difference is really insignificant.  

 

4.4. Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
 

In order to achieve low emissions with sufficient power output, EGR becomes a good choice. In 

this sense, it is important to combine the best throttle angle that is responsible to control the gas flow. 

Using the same model as before but adding the exhaust gas recirculation system, see annex B.1, the 

results for engine brake torque and NOx emissions are presented in figures 28 and 29, respectively. 

 

Figure 28 - Engine brake torque response with changing the EG R throttle angle  

The increase of the throttle angle corresponds to the increase of the EGR rate. As the throttle 

angle increases, the brake torque decreases. The goal of using an EGR system is to reduce the NOx 

emissions but keeping sufficient engine brake torque. A smart balance should be made, until a throttle 
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angle of 30 degrees the engine torque power has a small decrease. After 30 degrees the decrease of the 

engine torque is too significant. When the EGR rate increases the values for engine torque reach close to 

zero for the higher engine speed. 

 

 

Figure 29 - NOx emissions with the EGR throttle angle  

As it happens with the engine brake torque also the NOx emissions decrease with the opening of 

EGR throttle angle. For the three engine speeds simulated the results are very similar. An opening angle 

of zero degrees there is no exhaust gas recirculation, what means these are the conditions of the previous 

simulation. For an opening angle of 30 it is possible to achieve less than half of the NOx emissions for the 

case of non-existence of EGR system, and still have a reasonable engine break torque. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

The production of hydrogen is still the major issue to solve if this technology is to become part of 

the market at prices competitive with other fuels. Besides that, the major source to obtain hydrogen is 

carbon based extraction, with high carbon dioxide emissions, and so the hydrogen cannot be considered 

a clean energy carrier. Clean systems of hydrogen extraction should be developed in order to be more 

efficient and less polluting and maybe making hydrogen a possible reference fuel in the near future. 

Hydrogen storage is still in phase of development in order to get the best volume to weight ratio. 

There are many new suggested technologies that need more research to make them into use. Compressed 

hydrogen seems to be for now the best on-board solution. Regarding delivery process, systems are not 

fully developed because there is no market that demands for it. Once demand grows, different solutions 

that have been presented, can eventually be adopted. 

Problems regarding hydrogen combustion are frequent although the causes are not yet totally 

defined. Safety procedures are well stablished and if followed no incidents for the users should happen. 

The existent hydrogen combustion fueled vehicles are not yet available for commercial sale and 

only a few prototypes have been built. There are many drawbacks, namely with the evolution of the 

electric car. Many companies are forgetting the idea of hydrogen fuel for combustion engines as a possible 

future technical solution. 

For the engine used in the practical experiments, it was found that a longer length and smaller 

dimeter for the intake duct would give higher brake torque. Also new values for the opening and closing 

valves timings were suggested to achieve higher torque response from the engine. As the new parameters 

suggested to be used for the engine, were taken based on previous parameters, it is an iteration process 

to leads to the ideal solution. New recommended values for the combustion time and throttle angle were 

also proposed in order to get higher engine torque response. The simulation of the EGR model showed 

that the implementation of this in the real engine could bring benefits in terms of reducing NOx emissions 

without compromising much the brake engine torque. 
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6. Recommendations for future work 
 

In order to evaluate the new suggested intake duct dimensions, the original one should be 

replaced by a new duct with the suggested dimensions and new engine operating data acquired. 

For the optimized opening and closing valve timing, it would be interesting to check what would 

be the final torque result if of all parameters were changed to the suggested values. Since each of the new 

timings was taken keeping the other timings constant, a final testing considering the combination of the 

proposed changes is recommended. 

The proposed EGR model should be implemented and tested in the engine and new values of NOx 

emissions and brake engine torque experimentally determined. 

For all parameters considered in this simulation, only the engine brake torque response was 

evaluated as a decision factor. For future studies it would be adequate to consider other output 

parameters such as NOx emissions or engine efficiency. The same analyzes should also be carried out for 

a larger range of engine speeds. 

Finally, it must be stressed that this combined experimental and numerical evaluation is an 

iteration process, taking values from the engine, simulating in software, analyzing the numerical results, 

testing them in the engine and going through this sequence all over again. It is then necessary to repeat 

the process several times in order to get the best optimization performance of the engine. 
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Annexes  
 

A. Fuel cost estimates with oil at USD 60/bbl, fixed feedstock prices 

and no oil price affects other input costs  
 

 

Figure 30 - Near and long term comparative cost analysis of production of different fuels  
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B. Engine Model diagram 
 

 B.1. Basic engine diagram 
 

 

Figure 31- WAVE software hydrogen engine model 

B.2. Engine Diagram with EGR system 
 

 

Figure 32 - WAVE software hydrogen engine model with EGR system  
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C. Cylinder block and head temperature 
 

Table 14 presents the simulation values for the cylinder block and head temperature in function 

of the power. 

Table 14 - Cylinder block and head temperature  

 Head Piston Liner 

Power 
[kW] 

Temperature 
[K] 

Temperature 
[K] 

Temperature 
[K] 

10 413.15 453.15 373.15 

20 423.15 463.15 378.15 

40 443.15 483.15 383.15 

60 455.15 495.15 388.15 

80 465.15 505.15 393.15 

100 473.15 513.15 398.15 

120 481.15 521.15 403.15 

140 493.15 533.15 408.15 

160 503.15 543.15 413.15 

180 513.15 553.15 418.15 
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D. Turbocharger map 
 

The compressor used in the experiments is TD04H-15T. Its map used to build the model in WAVE 

software is presented in table 15. 

Table 15 - Turbocharger MAP 

n 
(rpm) 

Q 
(m3/s) 

Pressure ratio Efficiency 

80000 0.0263 1.3713 0.5862 

80000 0.0296 1.3710 0.5730 

80000 0.0467 1.3649 0.7065 

80000 0.0627 1.3482 0.7528 

80000 0.0766 1.3165 0.7741 

80000 0.0899 1.2637 0.7188 

80000 0.1056 1.1886 0.5979 

110000 0.0424 1.7378 0.5962 

110000 0.0457 1.7381 0.5891 

110000 0.0717 1.7305 0.7085 

110000 0.0931 1.7153 0.7634 

110000 0.1115 1.6612 0.7835 

110000 0.1287 1.5541 0.7360 

110000 0.1478 1.4019 0.6224 

130000 0.0557 2.0527 0.5912 

130000 0.0583 2.0535 0.5897 

130000 0.0946 2.0677 0.7099 

130000 0.1732 1.6431 0.6447 

130000 0.1428 1.9617 0.7721 

130000 0.1222 2.0656 0.7717 

130000 0.1580 1.8229 0.7317 

150000 0.1056 2.4643 0.6873 

150000 0.1114 2.4685 0.6872 

150000 0.1352 2.5074 0.7403 

150000 0.1569 2.4864 0.7703 

150000 0.1752 2.3620 0.7613 

150000 0.1857 2.1810 0.7220 

150000 0.1964 1.9137 0.6339 

170000 0.1412 2.9256 0.6987 

170000 0.1610 3.0088 0.7201 

170000 0.1777 2.9616 0.7311 

170000 0.1891 2.8461 0.7270 

170000 0.1981 2.6526 0.7031 

170000 0.2041 2.3621 0.6437 
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The respectively graphic of pressure ratio in function of flow rate is shown in figure X. 

 

Figure 33 - Turbocharger: pressure ratio in function of flow rate  
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E. Turbine map 
 

The turbine used in the experiments is TD04HL-F5.0 and the data used to build the model in wave 

software is presented in table 16. 

Table 16 - Turbine MAP 

Non-dimensional speed 
[rpm/K5] 

Q 
[kg/s.K5/kPa] 

Pressure ratio Efficiency 

1864.400 0.008 1.146 0.713 

1864.400 0.007 1.126 0.727 

1864.400 0.007 1.110 0.733 

1864.400 0.006 1.097 0.734 

1864.400 0.006 1.086 0.726 

1864.400 0.005 1.077 0.711 

2522.600 0.010 1.288 0.713 

2522.600 0.010 1.247 0.726 

2522.600 0.009 1.214 0.733 

2522.600 0.008 1.188 0.733 

2522.600 0.008 1.166 0.726 

2522.600 0.007 1.148 0.710 

3180.900 0.012 1.509 0.713 

3180.900 0.012 1.430 0.726 

3180.900 0.011 1.368 0.733 

3180.900 0.010 1.320 0.733 

3180.900 0.010 1.280 0.725 

3180.900 0.009 1.248 0.710 

3839.100 0.014 1.854 0.712 

3839.100 0.013 1.705 0.725 

3839.100 0.013 1.595 0.732 

3839.100 0.012 1.509 0.732 

3839.100 0.011 1.442 0.725 

3839.100 0.011 1.388 0.709 

4497.300 0.015 2.406 0.713 

4497.300 0.015 2.128 0.725 

4497.300 0.014 1.930 0.732 

4497.300 0.014 1.783 0.731 

4497.300 0.013 1.670 0.724 

4497.300 0.012 1.581 0.708 

5155.500 0.015 3.341 0.717 

5155.500 0.015 2.803 0.727 

5155.500 0.015 2.442 0.732 

5155.500 0.015 2.185 0.731 

5155.500 0.014 1.995 0.722 

5155.500 0.013 1.850 0.706 
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Figure 34 - Turbine map: non-dimensional speed in function of pressure rate  
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F. Experimental data used in WAVE Software 
 

Table 17 has the data taken from the experimental tests taken with the engine. For the 

simulations used in WAVE software only Run 2, Run 5 and Run 8 were used. 

 

Table 17 - Experimental data used in WAVE Software  

Parameters Units Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Run 6 Run 7 Run 8 

ACF bar 3.652821 3.351162 3.098865 2.813659 2.555878 2.276157 1.990952 1.788017 

BCF  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

BDUR deg 20 23.83 24.38 24.33 23.5 23.36 22.95 23.26 

boost bar 2.1 2 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 

CCF Pa*min/m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Clinder_Head_T K 493.15 481.15 481.15 481.15 473.15 469.15 465.15 455.15 

Clinder_Linder_T K 408.15 403.15 403.15 403.15 398.15 399.15 393.15 388.15 

con  0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 

Conut  493 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 

E50 deg 9 10 9 9 9 8 8 8 

EVO deg 126.36 126.36 126.36 126.36 126.36 126.36 126.36 126.36 

Exhaust_AT_P bar 1.67 1.575 1.523 1.456 1.388 1.336 1.281 1.225 

Exhaust_AT_T K 1083 1083 1083 1083 1083 1083 1083 1083 

Exhaust_BT_P bar 2.7 2.501 2.271 2.143 1.9 1.8 1.703 1.617 

Exhaust_BT_T K 1184 1184 1184 1184 1184 1184 1184 1184 

Exhaust_BT_WT K 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 

Friction  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Intake_AC_P bar 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 

Intake_AC_T K 315 315 315 315 315 315 315 315 

Intake_AC_WT K 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

IVO deg 336.7 336.7 336.7 336.7 336.7 336.7 336.7 336.7 

NC cycles 30 30 30 50 30 50 30 30 

Piston_Top_T K 533.15 521.15 513.15 510.15 507.15 507.15 505.15 495.15 

QCF Pa*min2/m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SPEED rpm 5200 4800 4400 4000 3600 3200 2800 2400 

STAR_C deg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

T_SPEED rpm 140000 130000 120000 110000 105000 100000 900000 80000 

THROTTLE_ANGLE deg 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 

W_G cm2 0 1.5 1.2 1 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.4 
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G. Cam profile  
 

Table 18 presents the cam profile for the intake phase based on the engine testing values.  

Table 18 - Cam profile for the intake phase 

Intake 
 Crankangle 

[°CA] 
Lift 

[mm] 
  Crankangle 

[°CA] 
Lift 

[mm] 
  Crankangle 

[°CA] 
Lift 

[mm] 

336.7 336.7 0.00000   398.2114504 438.7 7.91365   459.7229008 540.7 3.20306  

337.9061069 338.7 0.00859   399.4175573 440.7 7.98244   460.9290076 542.7 2.96395  

339.1122137 340.7 0.01688   400.6236641 442.7 8.04469   462.1351145 544.7 2.72484  

340.3183206 342.7 0.02884   401.829771 444.7 8.10039   463.3412214 546.7 2.48573  

341.5244275 344.7 0.04516   403.0358779 446.7 8.14952   464.5473282 548.7 2.24662  

342.7305344 346.7 0.06700   404.2419847 448.7 8.19206   465.7534351 550.7 2.00752  

343.9366412 348.7 0.09978   405.4480916 450.7 8.22801   466.959542 552.7 1.76841  

345.1427481 350.7 0.15114   406.6541985 452.7 8.25735   468.1656489 554.7 1.52930  

346.348855 352.7 0.22870   407.8603053 454.7 8.28008   469.3717557 556.7 1.29199  

347.5549618 354.7 0.33910   409.0664122 456.7 8.29618   470.5778626 558.7 1.06326  

348.7610687 356.7 0.48387   410.2725191 458.7 8.30565   471.7839695 560.7 0.85074  

349.9671756 358.7 0.66173   411.478626 460.7 8.30848   472.9900763 562.7 0.66208  

351.1732824 360.7 0.86629   412.6847328 462.7 8.30469   474.1961832 564.7 0.50461  

352.3793893 362.7 1.08989   413.8908397 464.7 8.29426   475.4022901 566.7 0.38146  

353.5854962 364.7 1.32491   415.0969466 466.7 8.27720   476.6083969 568.7 0.29216  

354.7916031 366.7 1.56387   416.3030534 468.7 8.25352   477.8145038 570.7 0.23148  

355.9977099 368.7 1.80298   417.5091603 470.7 8.22322   479.0206107 572.7 0.19183  

357.2038168 370.7 2.04208   418.7152672 472.7 8.18632   480.2267176 574.7 0.16554  

358.4099237 372.7 2.28119   419.921374 474.7 8.14282   481.4328244 576.7 0.14500  

359.6160305 374.7 2.52030   421.1274809 476.7 8.09274   482.6389313 578.7 0.12500  

360.8221374 376.7 2.75941   422.3335878 478.7 8.03609   483.8450382 580.7 0.10500  

362.0282443 378.7 2.99852   423.5396947 480.7 7.97289   485.051145 582.7 0.08500  

363.2343511 380.7 3.23763   424.7458015 482.7 7.90317   486.2572519 584.7 0.06540  

364.440458 382.7 3.47660   425.9519084 484.7 7.82694   487.4633588 586.7 0.04730  

365.6465649 384.7 3.71244   427.1580153 486.7 7.74422   488.6694656 588.7 0.03260  

366.8526718 386.7 3.94309   428.3641221 488.7 7.65504   489.8755725 590.7 0.02200  

368.0587786 388.7 4.16846   429.570229 490.7 7.55944   491.0816794 592.7 0.01490  

369.2648855 390.7 4.38848   430.7763359 492.7 7.45743   492.2877863 594.7 0.01030  

370.4709924 392.7 4.60309   431.9824427 494.7 7.34906   493.4938931 596.7 0.00700  

371.6770992 394.7 4.81221   433.1885496 496.7 7.23435   494.7 598.7 0.00000  

372.8832061 396.7 5.01579   434.3946565 498.7 7.11334      

374.089313 398.7 5.21376   435.6007634 500.7 6.98607      

375.2954198 400.7 5.40606   436.8068702 502.7 6.85258      

376.5015267 402.7 5.59262   438.0129771 504.7 6.71290      

377.7076336 404.7 5.77340   439.219084 506.7 6.56709      

378.9137405 406.7 5.94833   440.4251908 508.7 6.41519      

380.1198473 408.7 6.11737   441.6312977 510.7 6.25724      

381.3259542 410.7 6.28045   442.8374046 512.7 6.09330      

382.5320611 412.7 6.43752   444.0435115 514.7 5.92341      

383.7381679 414.7 6.58855   445.2496183 516.7 5.74763      

384.9442748 416.7 6.73348   446.4557252 518.7 5.56601      

386.1503817 418.7 6.87226   447.6618321 520.7 5.37861      

387.3564885 420.7 7.00486   448.8679389 522.7 5.18549      

388.5625954 422.7 7.13122   450.0740458 524.7 4.98670      

389.7687023 424.7 7.25132   451.2801527 526.7 4.78232      

390.9748092 426.7 7.36512   452.4862595 528.7 4.57240      

392.180916 428.7 7.47258   453.6923664 530.7 4.35700      

393.3870229 430.7 7.57366   454.8984733 532.7 4.13620      

394.5931298 432.7 7.66833   456.1045802 534.7 3.91007      

395.7992366 434.7 7.75658   457.310687 536.7 3.67866      

397.0053435 436.7 7.83836   458.5167939 538.7 3.44212      
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Table 19 presents the cam profile for the intake phase based on the engine testing values. 

Table 19 - Cam profile for the exhaust phase 

Exhaust 
 Crankangle 

[°CA] 
Lift 

[mm] 
  Crankangle 

[°CA] 
Lift 

[mm] 
  Crankangle 

[°CA] 
Lift 

[mm] 

0.00000  126.36 0.00000   6.62570  268.36 8.14901   0.02688  378.36 0.09521  

0.00708  128.36 0.00651   6.57359  270.36 8.09968   0.01814  380.36 0.08129  

0.01392  130.36 0.01197   6.51611  272.36 8.04380   0.01228  382.36 0.06887  

0.02378  132.36 0.01908   6.45326  274.36 7.98140   0.00849  384.36 0.05787  

0.03723  134.36 0.02849   6.38506  276.36 7.91249   0.00577  386.36 0.04821  

0.05524  136.36 0.04108   6.31153  278.36 7.83709   0.00000  388.36 0.03982  

0.08227  138.36 0.05905   6.23271  280.36 7.75521    390.36 0.03260  

0.12461  140.36 0.08733   6.14860  282.36 7.66689    392.36 0.02649  

0.18856  142.36 0.13180   6.05925  284.36 7.57214    394.36 0.02141  

0.27959  144.36 0.19708   5.96467  286.36 7.47099    396.36 0.01726  

0.39895  146.36 0.28592   5.86490  288.36 7.36347    398.36 0.01398  

0.54559  148.36 0.39958   5.75997  290.36 7.24962    400.36 0.01147  

0.71425  150.36 0.53814   5.64991  292.36 7.12945    402.36 0.00966  

0.89861  152.36 0.70057   5.53474  294.36 7.00300    404.36 0.00000  

1.09238  154.36 0.88485   5.41452  296.36 6.87032      

1.28940  156.36 1.08824   5.28928  298.36 6.73143      

1.48654  158.36 1.30749   5.15905  300.36 6.58637      

1.68368  160.36 1.53912   5.02388  302.36 6.43519      

1.88083  162.36 1.77972   4.88381  304.36 6.27793      

2.07797  164.36 2.02608   4.73888  306.36 6.11463      

2.27512  166.36 2.27540   4.58914  308.36 5.94534      

2.47226  168.36 2.52534   4.43463  310.36 5.77010      

2.66940  170.36 2.77404   4.27540  312.36 5.58897      

2.86643  172.36 3.02012   4.11150  314.36 5.40199      

3.06088  174.36 3.26258   3.94299  316.36 5.20922      

3.25105  176.36 3.50077   3.76991  318.36 5.01072      

3.43687  178.36 3.73426   3.59232  320.36 4.80655      

3.61827  180.36 3.96279   3.41027  322.36 4.59675      

3.79522  182.36 4.18622   3.22383  324.36 4.38141      

3.96763  184.36 4.40443   3.03303  326.36 4.16061      

4.13549  186.36 4.61735   2.83800  328.36 3.93449      

4.29871  188.36 4.82490   2.64090  330.36 3.70327      

4.45726  190.36 5.02701   2.44376  332.36 3.46729      

4.61108  192.36 5.22362   2.24661  334.36 3.22706      

4.76013  194.36 5.41466   2.04947  336.36 2.98335      

4.90436  196.36 5.60005   1.85232  338.36 2.73718      

5.04373  198.36 5.77975   1.65519  340.36 2.48992      

5.17819  200.36 5.95369   1.45804  342.36 2.24332      

5.30769  202.36 6.12181   1.26090  344.36 1.99949      

5.43222  204.36 6.28405   1.06524  346.36 1.76088      

5.55171  206.36 6.44037   0.87665  348.36 1.53026      

5.66613  208.36 6.59071   0.70143  350.36 1.31055      

5.77546  210.36 6.73502   0.54588  352.36 1.10474      

5.87964  212.36 6.87325   0.41605  354.36 0.91569      

5.97866  214.36 7.00536   0.31451  356.36 0.74599      

6.07249  216.36 7.13130   0.24088  358.36 0.59772      

6.16109  218.36 7.25104   0.19085  360.36 0.47229      

6.24443  220.36 7.36453   0.15816  362.36 0.37037      

6.32249  222.36 7.47173   0.13649  364.36 0.29171      

6.39525  224.36 7.57262   0.11955  366.36 0.23478      

6.46268  226.36 7.66715   0.10306  368.36 0.19569      

6.52475  228.36 7.75531   0.08657  370.36 0.16827      

6.58147  230.36 7.83705   0.07008  372.36 0.14681      

6.63279  232.36 7.91235   0.05392  374.36 0.12789      

6.67872  234.36 7.98119   0.03900  376.36 0.11072      
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